Capacitive discharge ignition schematic

At present, many things have been changed because of technology. There are different types of
ignition systems where different classic ignition systems are developed to use in different
applications. The short form of the Capacitor discharge ignition is CDI which is also known as
thyristor ignition. It is one kind of automotive electronic ignition system, used in motorcycles,
outboard motors, chainsaws, lawnmowers, turbine-powered aircraft, small engines, etc. It was
mainly developed to conquer the long charging times which are connected through high
inductance coils employed for IDI inductive discharge ignition systems to make the ignition
system more appropriate for high engine speeds. The CDI utilizes capacitor discharge current
toward the coil for firing the spark plugs. A Capacitor Discharge Ignition or CDI is an electronic
ignition device that stores an electrical charge and then discharges it through an ignition coil in
order to produce a powerful spark from the spark plugs in a petrol engine. Here the ignition is
provided by the capacitor charge. The capacitor simply charges and discharges within a
fraction of time making it possible to create sparks CDIs are commonly found on motorbikes
and scooters. The system voltage can be increased from V to V through a power supply in this
module. After that, the flow of electric current will be there toward the charging circuit so that
capacitor can be charged. The rectifier within the charging circuit can avoid the discharge of the
capacitor before the ignition moment. In Capacitor discharge ignition, the coil works like a pulse
transformer rather than an energy storage medium because it does within an inductive system.
The insulation capacities of voltages will exceed the existing ignition components which can
cause components failure. Once there is no signal for triggering then the charging circuit can
be re-connected for charging the capacitor. A capacitor discharge ignition works by passing an
electrical current over a capacitor. This type of ignition builds up a charge quickly. A CDI
ignition starts by generating a charge and storing it up before sending it out to the spark plug in
order to ignite the engine. This power passes through a capacitor and is transferred to an
ignition coil that helps boost the power by acting as a transformer and allowing the energy to
pass through it instead of catching any of it. The CDI ignition systems, therefore, allow the
engine to keep running as long as there is a charge in the power source. The block diagram of
CDI shown below. A Capacitor Discharge Ignition consists of several parts and is integrated
with the ignition system of a vehicle. The foremost parts of a CDI include the stator, charging
coil, hall sensor, flywheel, and timing mark. The flywheel is a large horseshoe permanent
magnet rolled into a circle that turns-ON the crankshaft. The charging coil is one coil in the
stator, which is used to produce 6 volts to charge the capacitor C1. When the pole change
occurs, the device sends a single, tiny pulse to the CDI box which triggers it to dump the energy
from the charging capacitor into the high voltage transformer. The timing mark is an arbitrary
alignment point shared by the engine case and stator plate. By rotating the stator plate left and
right, you effectively change the trigger point of the CDI, thus advancing or retarding your
timing, respectively. The CDI box has a collection of semiconductor rectifiers that connected to
G1 on the box allows only the positive pulse to enter the capacitor C1. While the wave entering
into the CDI, the rectifier allows only the positive wave. This triggered by a pulse from the Hall
Sensor on the stator. They only allow current from one side of the circuit until they are
triggered. Once Capacitor C1 is fully charged, the circuit can be triggered again. This is why
there is timing involved with the motor. If the capacitor and stator coil were perfect, they would
charge instantaneously and we can trigger them as fast as we wish. However, they require a
fraction of a second to full charge. If the circuit triggers too fast, then the spark from the spark
plug will be enormously weak. Certainly, with the higher accelerating motors, we may have the
triggering faster than the capacitor full charge, which will affect performance. Whenever the
capacitor is discharged, then the switch turns itself off, and the capacitor charges again. The
trigger pulse from the Hall sensor feeds into the gate latch and allows all the stored charge to
rush through the primary side of the high-voltage transformer. The transformer has a common
ground between the primary and secondary windings, known as an auto step-up transformer.
Therefore, as if we increase the windings on the secondary side, you will multiply the voltage.
Since a spark plug needs a good 30, volts to sparks, there must be many thousands of wraps of
wire around the high voltage or secondary side. When the gate opens and dumps all the current
into the primary side, it saturates the low-voltage side of the transformer and sets up a short but
immensely magnetic field. As the field reduces gradually, a large current in the primary
windings forces the secondary windings to produce extremely high voltage. However, the
voltage is now so high that it can arc through the air, so rather than being absorbed or retained
by the transformer, the charge travels up the plug wire and jumps the plug gap. When we want
to shut down the motor engine, we have two switches the key switch or the kill switch. The
switches ground out the charging circuit so the entire charging pulse is sent to the ground.
Since the CDI can no longer charge, it will cease to provide the spark and the engine will slow to
a stop. The electrical source of this module gets only from the AC generated through the

alternator. This is the basic CDI system used in small engines. So, not all the ignition systems
which have small engines are not CDI. Some of the engines use magneto ignition namely older
Briggs as well as Stratton. Another type of ignition system that is most frequently used in small
motorcycles in the year â€” 70 known as Energy Transfer. A strong DC current pulse can be
generated by a coil below the flywheel because the flywheel magnet goes over it. These DC
current supplies throughout a wire toward an ignition coil placed at the external of the engine.
This explosion system works like all types of Kettering systems where the opening points
activate the collapse of the magnetic field within the ignition coil and generates a high voltage
signal to flow throughout the spark plug wire toward the spark plug. The waveform output of the
coil is examined through an oscilloscope whenever the engine was turned, then it appears like
AC. Some types of electronic ignition systems will exist so these are not capacitor discharge
ignition. This removes the trouble of burned as well as worn points to provide a hotter spark
due to the quick voltage raise as well as collapse time within the ignition coil. But, vehicles that
utilize DC-CDI type systems will have more accurate ignition timing, as well as the engine, can
be activated more simply once it gets cold. There is no best capacitor discharge system as
compared with the other however each type is best in various conditions. The DC-CDI type
system mainly works fine in regions wherever there are very cold temperatures as well as exact
during ignition. In vehicles, there are different types of ignition systems used like contact
breaker, breaker less, and capacitor discharge ignition. The contact-breaker ignition system is
used to activate the spark. This kind of ignition system is used in an earlier generation of
vehicles. The breaker-less is also known as contactless ignition. In this type, the designers
utilize an optical pickup otherwise electronic transistor like a switching device. In modern cars,
this kind of ignition system is used. The third type is the capacitor discharge ignition. In this
technology, the capacitor suddenly discharges the energy which is stored in it using a coil. This
system has the capacity to generate the spark in fewer conditions wherever the usual ignition
may not function. This kind of ignition will assist in conforming to the regulations of emission
control. Because of the many pros it provides, it is used in current automobiles as well as
motorcycles. Whenever you switch the key to activate the engine in the vehicle, then the
ignition system will transmit high voltage toward the spark plug in the cylinders of an engine.
Because that energy arcs at the underneath of the plug across the gap, a flame-front will ignite
the mixture of air or fuel. Once the ignition key is activated, then a flow of current with less
voltage from the battery can supply throughout the primary windings in the ignition coil,
throughout the breaker points as well as reverse to the battery. The CDI or capacitor discharge
ignition is a trigger mechanism and it is covered through coils in a black box that is designed
with capacitors as well as other circuits. It overcomes the long charging times, frequently linked
through inductance coils. A millimeter is used to access as well as test the CDI box status.
Checking the CDI working status is very important whether it is good or faulty. When CDI is
faulty and connected to the ignition, then the vehicle may get into trouble because capacitor
discharge ignition is accountable for storing spark power over the spark plug within your
vehicle. So identifying of CDI is not easy because the faulty symptoms are visible on your
system box might direct to a different way. So, a millimeter is essential to diagnose these faults.
If you have any queries on this topic or on any Electronic and Electrical projects leave the
comments below. Hi Allister If the circuit triggers too fast, then the spark from the spark plug
will be enormously weak. Whenever the capacitor is discharged, then the switch turns itself off
and the capacitor charges again. Hi Allister In CDI, a capacitor charged to a high-voltage is
switched across the primary of the ignition coil for generating a spark impulse. What is a
Capacitor Discharge Ignition System? Share This Post: Facebook. The following post describes
a simple yet enhanced 12V capacitive discharge ignition system which derives its operating
voltage from the battery instead of the alternator for generating the igniting sparks. Since it
works independently from the alternator voltage, without depending on a pickup coil signal, it is
able to function more efficiently and consistently, enabling a much smoother ride of the vehicle
even at lower speeds. A capacitive discharge ignition unit also called the CDI unit is the modern
alternative for the age old contact breakers, which were quite crude with their functions and
reliability. The modern CDI is an electronic version of the contact breaker which uses
sophisticated electronic parts for generating the required arching across the spark plug
terminals. These rapid bursts of high voltage discharges are dumped into the primary winding
of an ignition coil where its appropriately stepped up to many thousands of volts for acquiring
the required arcing, which ultimately functions as the igniting sparks across the connected
spark plug contacts. I have already discussed the basic electronic CDI circuit in one of my
previous posts, though the circuit is extremely versatile, it depends and derives its operating
voltage from the alternator. Since the alternator voltage depends on the engine speeds, the
generated voltages tend to get affected with varying speeds. At higher speeds it works fine, but

at lower speeds, the alternator voltage also lowers, this results in an inconsistent sparking
forcing the alternator and the engine to stutter. The circuit of an enhanced capacitive discharge
ignition circuit which is discussed here, eliminates the use of the alternator voltage for
functioning, instead it utilizes the battery voltage for generating the required actions. The whole
concept for this electronic CDI can be understood by studying the shown circuit diagram
below:. The high voltage of around V which needs to be fed to the above circuit is generated
through an ordinary step down transformer connected the other way round. The low voltage
primary winding is fed with high current pulsating DC generated by a standard IC circuit via a
power transistor. This pulsating voltage is stepped up to the required V and becomes the
operating voltage for the attached CDI circuit. The CDI circuit converts this V into bursts of high
current for feeding the input winding of the ignition coil. The consistent sparking also makes
the fuel consumption efficient, makes the engine less prone to wear and tear and enhances the
overall mileage of the vehicle. If you want the above circuit to be triggered by the alternator so
that the combustion is ideally efficient and synchronized with the wheel RPM, the above design
may be modified in the following way:. The above configuration may be further modified as
shown in the following diagram, which appears to be the most appropriate way of implementing
the proposed enhanced CDI circuit for all 2 and 3 wheelers. As we know, the reset pin 4 of IC
requires a positive potential to allow the normal functioning of the IC as an astable or as
monostable. If the pin 4 is not associated with the positive line, the IC remains dormant and
disabled. Here the pin 4 of the IC can be seen connected with the alternator voltage. This
voltage can be of any level from the alternator, it doesn't matter, since it is appropriately
stabilized by the 33 k resistor and the following zener diode, capacitor network. The alternator
will generate a positive and negative cycle pulses, in response to each rotation of the vehicle
wheel. The positive pulse will be converted into a 12 V positive feed at the pin 4 which will cause
the circuit to initiate and stay activated during the entire positive pulse duration cycle of the
waveform. During these periods, the IC will operate and fire the SCR multiple number if times in
short bursts, causing the ignition to fire with higher efficiency and for a sustained period of time
during the firing angle of the combustion and the piston. This will also enable the CDI to work in
tandem with the wheel rotation generating an ideally synchronized combustion of the engine
and with an optimal efficiency. Video Clip showing the Test Result of the above shown
electronic capacitive discharge circuit system. The following diagram provides another version
of a IC based electronic ignition system, which I got from an old magazine page:. Here, the left
side stage which includes the IC , 4 transistors and the X1 transformer, form a 12 V to V step up
push pull inverter. The right side section using the SCR BT, and the associated circuitry forms
the capacitive discharge ignition stage. The design works with the old contact breaker type of
mechanism, for timing the ignition and triggering the SCR. While the contact beaker remains
closed, the SCR remains disabled, and this allows the capacitor C2 to charge via the V DC from
the inverter output. Next, as soon as the contact breaker opens, the SCR gets its gate trigger via
R9, 10, 11, 12, and C4, and it fires causing C2 to discharge across the attached ignition coil
primary winding, which in turn causes the secondary of the ignition coil to produce the required
high voltage pulse into the spark plug for the required ignition. In modern vehicles we find the
contact breaker being replaced with a pickup coil, which ensures a solid state working of the
system without any wear and tear. The above electronic CDI design could be also used with
pickup coil set up, with the following given modifications. If you have any circuit related query,
you may interact through comments, I'll be most happy to help! Your email:. Your email address
will not be published. Notify me via e-mail if anyone answers my comment. Hi I think your
battery powered CDI circuit could be the answer to my problem. I have built an electric starter
for my Honda XRR but it does not crank it over fast enough to make a spark. It make a spark
when kicked over. Would it be possible to supply the CDI from the battery when starting then
when running use the standard system. Please let me know your thoughts I am a novice with
electronics. Kind Regards Tim Bungay. Hi, surely you can try the second concept, by using a 1k
resistor across pin4 and the positive line through a series press button. While starting the bike
you can keep this switch depressed so that the sparking becomes continuously available at the
spark plug while cranking the petrol suction system. Once the engine ignites you can release
the switch for the normal operations. No problem, wish you all the best, and I hope your son
enjoys the project, and succeeds with it! Let me know if you have any further problems! Hello
Mr. Thank you very much friend, I will hope that you correct all the diagrams and I will make
sure that they are all correctly synchronized with the alternator and the RPM of the vehicle, I
wait for you, and that my son is waiting for him, he is excited, thank you very much thank you
we wait. No problem Mr. Jose, You can view the second diagram, it has been updated as per the
discussed synchronization with the wheel RPM. I recently got a 50cc 2-stroke motorcycle bike
for my son. The system I had is a CDI that is powered by the 12v AC generator and it does not

have a pulse signal, I wonder if this circuit can be used to update the one it has, besides that it
would have to change for that to work, in the same way that you have it but without the pulse
signal and that it only feeds from the generator. Although having a battery operated CDI is more
efficient, even that must be in sync with the speed RPM of the vehicle. This feature can be also
added in the above circuits by disconnecting the TIP base from pin3 of th IC and connecting it
with the alternator voltage via a k resistor. I will soon correct all the diagrams and make sure all
are synchronized with the alternator and the vehicle RPM appropriately. Hi, the core of the
ignition coil determines how fast it can be triggered, and here the core is able to tolerate well
over cycles per second, which is 6k RPM, close to what is needed by you. If you use a ferrite
cored ignition coil then the triggering could be achieved to any possible limit. Hi Swagatam, I
have a problem with my old atv Polaris Xplorer because It need a new cdi and because I live in
Europe is hard to fiind a new one to be send under 20 days. Can you help with a circuit for my
atv , I am not very good in electronics but I have friends who can help me but i need an specific
circuit because my cdi doesn t have trigger and work using just electricity from his coil. Hi
Otonel, The basic CDI circuit should be the same as given above, and can be applied for your
vehicle also. However, the specifications of the various excitation wires are not known to me,
therefore assigning those inputs to the basic CDI circuit can be difficult unless the details are
exactly provided. Tengo dudas sobre el valor de las 2 resistencias que van al Triac, me podria
decir el valor de la de arriba y de la de abajo. Gracias de antemano. Thank you in advance That I
can count the number of pulses through the micro at mega. Hi Sedigh, you can build a
Darlington configuration using two BC Wrap the base with the output wire through a couple of
wire turns. Make sure to have a ohm resistor in series with the LED. See if this circuits works for
you. The coil has a resistance of ohms and will generate volts between the Pulse and charge
wire when cranking the engine. One is high voltage of around V from the alternator, while the
other is 12V AC from the pickup. I have no idea regarding the single coil system which you are
referring to. The low rpm problems are my challenge and I Think your improved circuit is my
solution. Also I want to fire my ignition with a hall effect sensor mounted on a movable plate
using my old mag coil mounting screw holes in association with a new flywheel with a magnet
mounted. When my clutch is in, my timing is retarded for starting and idling. As I engage the
clutch, the spark advances. This link shows what I have drawn, and I would appreciate your
most intense criticism. Hi, I wish I could help, but since I am not an expert in the automobile
field it is difficult for me to assess your ideas. Thank you! I have an old Tecumseh engine that
has the ignition module. The charge coil outputs about 30 to 36 volt ac pulsed, one wire. The
pickup is a grounding type contact. There is no 12v dc power available. How can I build a cdi
that could replace this? Swagatam, I am Dan in the U. Of the circuit designs you have posted, or
still not posted to the Web, what do you recommend for upgrading my Classic, 4 Cylinder, 4
Cycle Beetle? Thanks Dan, actually the above explained design is intended for 2 Wheelers, I am
not sure how this can be modified for a car engine. A qualified motor mechanic perhaps would
be more knowledgeable about this. Swagatam, I do thank you for your reply! As I stated, I am
enjoying researching the information that you have posted! I do believe that this is one that you
designed for automobiles. Of which, I am scrubbing the drawings and schematics, I was not
able to locate a Parts List. From here, I do have 2 questions. Is this an input from the Points
system for Distribution timing? Maybe the Alternator? Something different? Please advise. I am
having difficulty determining what this component is. I have no doubt that my interpretation is
incorrect. What is this item? By the way, might you have a Parts List you could share? Thanks
Daniel, The circuit was not designed by me, it was lifted from an expert pdf source. The trigger
input is supposed to be from a pickup coil, every vehicle has one I guess. That part is an MOV
or metal oxide varistor for suppressing sudden high voltage spike or transient from the ignition
coil EMF. Hi sir, thanks for this post, i really appreciate your work and effort. I have some
question to ask sir: 1. Is there any mean to add or connect a toggle switch circuit to it? Such
that pressed the generator ignite and start up. Thanks Solomon, this circuit is designed to
create sparks only, so I am not sure how the sparks can be used to initiate the generator
ignition, because ignition system normally also incorporates a fuel injection system for
injecting fuel into the combustion engine for the required combustion. Thank you for posting
this. I am working on a scooter and this will work nicely. Would it be possible for ease of
assembly to get a drawing of the traces as you would do them for the final iteration of the
ignition module? I am glad it helped you, however I am sorry, designing the PCB can be difficult
due to lack of time. In my free time I may surely try to update it. This is my first attempt.
Whenever you have a moment to look at it I would appreciate any feedback you have. Pin 8 and
pin 5 connections needs to swapped, same for pin 6 and pin 7 connections, looks like the pin 5
to pin 8 were mistakenly counted in the opposite direction. Thank you for that. Should it look
something more like this then? I also want to double check that I have Q1 and R1 correct. You

can add a pad on pin 7 track, and another pad vertically up connected with the positive line. I
have this power supply, v to 12v â€” do you think it would be possible to use it for this project?
Haha yes I noticed it shortly after I sent that message. The parts list says 10 1N diodes but I only
count 9 on the diagram. Would this ignition be powerful enought to work with an automotive
ignition coil? Hi, you can use the following configuration for your hall effect sensor, and
integrate it the CDI circuit shown in the last diagram of the above article:. The series diode with
this red wire is also not necessary and could be replaced with direct link. Are there any circuit in
your blog that suitable for me. Hi Kenny, I am sorry presently I do not have any schematic for
car ignition system, but if you can explain the functioning details of the circuit then probably I
can design it myself and present it here! Hey swag, You have been very helpful on this topic for
fixing my seadoo. I have decided to use the circuit that utilizes the battery as my coil does not
generate the voltage. Just wondering what the arrows are that are pointed at the 2 resistors on
this diagram. Hoping to get this project done this week and get the seadoo back in the water.
For a 2 cylinder 2 stroke engine is there anything different I need or will your finalized diagram
work? Thanks so much. A far as I know, a timed triggering is always required for all ignition
based driving systems, therefore in your system also a timed triggering should be incorporated,
otherwise the sparking will just go on continuously inside the ignition chamber which may not
be good for the system. Before building and installing you will have to figure out some
arrangement for enabling a timed triggering. In automobiles this is done through a pickup coil,
you can perhaps take the help of a qualified auto mechanic for getting this solved for you. I do
have a pickup coil that is already part of the ignition system. Also I know which symbols are the
diodes I am talking about the small arrows the to top right of the IC in the diagram above. They
seem to be pointing to the resistors. OK I think you are referring to the 1M and the 22K pots,
those are potentiometers or variable resistors. You can learn more about them here:. Excellent
thank you I just wanted to be sure. I will try and build this before the weekend. The transformer
is the hardest part to locate here as the common house voltage is V. I can not tell where the 12v
trigger comes into the circuit on the updated circuit. Could you clarify? Please see the red wire
going toward the drain of the mosfet, you will have to disconnect it from the mosfet drain and
connect it with the pickup source. Also I know I am asking a lot but is there anyway you could
make a parts list so I dont miss any. I found the transformer for 26 bucks! Great deal Thanks
again. Hi Swag. I have two cylinders on my motorcycle. Each cylinder has two spark plugs. Can
I use the above circuit? Many thanks. This circuit is perfect for me. Can I connect two coils
instead of just one? Regards Joe. Hi Joe, yes you can but even if you connect two coils both
will fire at the same time, will that be OK with your ignition system?? Thanks for your prompt
response. Yes, two coils firing at the same time is what I am after. I will build a second unit to
handle the second timing pulse also firing two simultaneous sparks. So, just to recap. I can use
two ignition coils in parallel or do I need to isolate them some way? Thanks and regards Joe. In
that case you will require two entirely separate circuits and coils to handle the ignition of the
two combustion chambers. Yes, this is correct. Two timings pulses. Each timing pulse fires two
coils simultaneously. Your example shows one coil only. Can I connect two coils to each circuit
without any modifications? Thanks for your help. It might be happening because of the
capacitor discharge entering the circuit. Somehow it seems the IC side needs to be isolated
from the secondary side of the transformer. In my own case I hope to build two of your dc cdi
units. Also, can I split the output to two coils or should I put in some isolation circuitry to feed
each spark coil? Thanks and regards. Regarding your questions, if your two units are designed
to work with two different input signals with different timings from the pickup coil then splitting
may not be a good idea, however if they are supposed to work together, simultaneously, then
surely a single circuit can be used for both the units. Thanks for your quick response Swag. In
my case, each circuit fires two sparks for each trigger signal. Can I just connect two automotive
coils in parallel or should they be isolated from each other on separate feeds? Thanks Joe, if
the timing of the triggers are identical then a single coil output can be bifurcated into two,
however if the timing of the two triggers are required to be different then separate coils would
become mandatory. Hi Althaf, it cannot be done in this circuit, and manual adjustment is
anyway not recommended, because that can cause inefficient operation of the engine. All my
local mechanics would just grind the thing that activate pickup coil? OK understood, however
the above circuit has no such feature which can adapt different switching rates as per user
preference. OK great, please use 1K at the base of the transistor and make sure to connect a 1N
diode across the collector emitter of the 2N otherwise it can get quickly damaged from the tafo
back emfsâ€¦.. Could you explain this issue? Dear Ahmed, BT and the components are the two
crucial parts of the circuits and cannot be replaced by anything else. I need a circuit with 5
joules output energy So I have some questions How much power this circuit can provide? What
is the type of transform? Hiya Swatagam! After reading through the comments, I found what the

value of the pot is supposed to be for could this same CDI design be used for inline 4 cylinder
motors as well? However, going through the parts list and attempting to locate components has
not landed me with much success. The only results I've come up with so far are the size of soda
cans which is impractical for mounting and use on the bike and rated only for intermittent use
in, say, starting an electric motor. Do you have a supplier that offers these things, by any
chance? By the way the "" is not uFâ€¦it is short code for identifying a capacitor value
universally. I understand your concern about the spark timing. Please note that the spark timing
has nothing to do with the engine displacement i. The modifications are indicated in red boxes.
The set-up in the lower red box is to pause the oscillation of the IC at the instant when the a
positive pulse is received from the pulsar coil. Moreover, this increases power economy as all
power supplied during discharging is wasted otherwise. This new design includes a monostable
timer circuit for about 3 minutes. As soon as ignition switch is switched ON, this timer is also
triggered. After 3 minutes, the 12V supply to the inverter is diconnected and also the CDI input
is linked to the HV from the exciter coil. Here my purpose is to bypass the exitor coil in order to
provide better voltage to cdi unit at low rpm kicking phase for easy starting. The timing or
triggering mechanism would remain unchanged. Pls suggest me some way to connect the
inverter circuit just for starting the bikeâ€¦once it starts the input to cdi unit should continue
from the exitor coil completely bypassing the output from inverter. Also would like to know
about the protection aid to cdi from 30khz square wave ac generated by the dc-ac converter
module i am not aware about the property of ac generated by exitor coil,if its of a hi frequency
then the query is resolved automatically. It is done by circuitry inside the CDI. Anyway, if you
insist to do it in your way its your choice. Let me study the circuit of the inverter. But why you
want to switch to exciter coil after the bike is started? Why don't you power the CDI
continuously with the inverter? It will make the circuit more complex unnecessarily. First of all,
please tell me if you want a hassle-free solution or you want to do all the work by yourself. The
modifications are:. The advantage of this method is that in future, if for any reason your CDI
stops working; you simply need to replace the CDI with a new one. CDI needs less than 70W. If
you still want to use this module, please give me some time to study it then I might be able to
suggest you minor changes in it and the CDI circuit. You might need proper integration the
pulsar coil input with the module and the CDI. For that please share the circuit of the module.
Moreover, you would also need some modifications in wiring and ignition switch. Thanks for
your prompt reply Swagatam, what my main concern is if v ac 25khz is applied to stock ac cdi
unit,would it burn the internal rectifier circuitry or damage the capacitor inside cdi unit.. Thanks
Sandeep, the capacitor will not be affected due to the high frequency, but if the diodes are not
rated to handle the high frequency then it could lead to problemsâ€¦. I own a royal enfield model
which has a cdi ignition. Now in due course of time as the exitor coil produces around v rpm
winding becomes weak there fore is unable to produce enough voltage to charge the capacitor
as a result lots of kicking is needed to start the bike.. To get rid of this issue i have decided to
put a module which simply replaces the exitor coil. Hello Sandeep, your idea is perfectly
feasible and you can surely implement it in your bike a hassle free performance. In fact the last
design in the above article is exactly what you have explained in your comment, except that it
uses an iron core transformer and your module has employed a ferrite core transformer to
keeps things compact. Here we have a CDI for 2 cylinders engine but that has 6 wires. Whereas,
the CDI for your model has 10 pins. However, I think our design can be used on your bike. If you
could show the original CDI labeling the pin-outs, then I can finally confirm if it is usable or not.
I am not quite sure about the "retard" function as explained by you, may be you know it better
and so it could work fine as assumed by you. As far as using 12V for the spark is concerned, I
am afraid that won't be possible and you would require an ignition coil for that which would in
turn require an intermediate step-up transformer for raising the 12V from the battery or the
magneto to approximately V for the ignition coil primary and for initiating the sparks across its
high tension cable end. The design which Swagtam has recommended is a 3-phase Fullwave
rectifier. You may try the following design:. Just eliminate the lower bridge rectifier and you will
get a 4-pin RR-unit. If you need an SCR type, please wait until July 20th. Or is it just over
existing contact breaker magnetic older ignitions? The 1M pot is for adjusting the frequency of
the pulses, and the 22k PWM determines the width of the pulses. In straightforward terms the
1M determines the number of sparks per trigger from the pickup coil and the 22k pot determines
the strength of the sparks, or the current involved in the spark, higher PWM will generate
stronger sparks and vice versa. As far as optimization is concerned that will need to be done
with some trial and error or you might have to take the help of a qualified automobile technician,
alternatively you may also refer to the credible online sites for getting more info regarding the
subject. I looked at the diagram, and I don't quite understand how the signal is sent to
discharge the capacitor into the spark plug. Is it done on its own when you cut off the power

from the battery? Thank you!!! This is brilliant and it will get built! I like the simplicity of just
using a flipflop to drive the Hf generator that is nice! Unfortunately i will be away the next 2
months but as soon as i return i will start. Will the primary driver support this much draw??
Also Automotive coils connect using 2 wires normally, one is constant power and the other is
the switched signal in this case should one just be earthed? I would like to make this as
powerful as we can! So if we can bump the OP up over Mj would be really nice. You can change
the zener values to achieve V. But the rating of C6 should be much higher accordingly. No they
will not all fire simultaneously. Okay, I got it. Yes, as you proposed, we can have a HVAC
generator section which could be shared by each channel. Those ferrite-core transformers are
not available with stores or suppliers, you have to built each piece using EI cores, bobbins and
some magnetic wires. If you can do that, I will help you for the circuit. Okay, now what I
understood from your description is that you need a 2-channel or 3-channel CDI unit. Hence,
you can get 4 sparks or 6 sparks simultaneously. But in a 4-cyl or 6-cyl engine, the spark plugs
are not supposed to fire simultaneously. The firing timing in each cylinder must synchronize the
TDC position of the piston in that particular cylinder. How would you do that? Ok most engines
these days dont have distributors anymore, they have a coil for each spark plug or in many
cases have a duel post coil that fires 2 spark plugs at the same time, this is called "wasted
spark" since only one of the two sparks is actually getting used each ignition event the other
one just fires into the empty cylinder at the end of the exhaust stroke, so in this configuration a
2 channel CDi will run a 4cyl and 3 channel for 6cyl and 2 x 2 channel for v8 etcâ€¦ There are
many different brands of ecu and they all have the ability to produce a 5v signal for each
cylinder. Thank you. Ok I help a lot of racing friends install and tune aftermarket ECUs, They are
fully programmable and very universal these days, completely replacing the original ecu. One of
the most common situations is turbo fitted to a usually non turbo engine. Often the first thing to
cause problems and limit the bosst and power output is the strength of the spark! So if i could
build a nice easy 2 or 3 channel CDI then use duel post coils this would solve the problem for 4
and 6cyl engines without having to go and spend hundreds of dollars on brand name cdi units.
Next, you don't need to have different CDI for each cylinder. One CDI unit would be enough to
produce spark. In a multi cylinder engine there is a distributor which distributes the spark to
each cylinder based on the timing set by the rotation of the camshaft. However, for a V8 engine
you would need two separate CDIs. Maybe, I have not understood your actual requirement
correctly. In that case, I would request you to elaborate further, if possible with the aid of block
diagram. Hi i have limited understanding of detailed circuit operations but that has never
stopped me building many interesting projects in the past! I have some questions about the
triggers, you have 2 circuits with 2 different trigger input configurations. If i was to use this on a
car triggered by an aftermarket ecu which one would i use? It is very strange for me to use an
"aftermarket ECU" for getting triggering pulse. According to my knowledge, the latest model
cars have sophisticated computer circuitry ECU or ECM which controls almost all the electronic
gadgets installed in the car. And they are quite expensive. What I understand from your
statement is that you are trying to install an ECU on an old model car which previously had the
old triggering system. If that is the case, I am afraid you might not be successful because the
ECU's are made for a specific engine, they are not universal type of device. The circuits shown
above are designed to fire on a positive trigger signal. If your ECU is firing negative signals, you
have to get them inverted before using with the above circuits. The engineers of a car engine
define it based on complicated calculations under different operating conditions. And, the same
they pre-define in the ECU. I am currently working on a arduino based ecu speeduino and would
love to know if the cdi design above has any form of "advance" built in. Also what form of input
does it need to trigger, would a 5v square wave, from an arduino pin going high, be sufficient?
Thanks I actually don't need the advance feature as I am thinking of trying this circuit on an
ECU of sorts. I have bookmarked your website however and intend to come back to read in the
future. Hi swagatam. Is there any complete parts list for this project?? I am having trouble
reading and figuring out some parts. A list would be very helpful, just like the other cdi post you
have. Please click the diagram to enlarge it, you'll find the part numbers clearly indicated beside
the respective component symbols, if you still have problems please let me know. Hi Swagatam.
Congratulations for your super interesting demonstration. I work on a small project with a small
HHO generator 4 stroke cc 6. We must completely change the CDI. I will use your system, I use 2
hall effect HO44E. I must use the circuit with the pulse triger, right what type of diode used. By
resistance do you mean a suppressor? Yes may be suppressor can be eliminated if the PWM
from the is correctly adjusted for minimum interference. Abdul, If we connect the SCR gate also
to the pick-up pulse trigger, it wouldn't allow the SCr to sustain it's firing process the moment
the pulse moves awayâ€¦the SCR needs to have a continuous firing trigger so that once the
capacitor is charged it's able to sustain the discharging of the cap until fully discharged. The

charging process will be much faster since it's been done directly through the transformer
output and at a powerful rateâ€¦where as the discharging process is been done in pulse mode
and the ignition coil resistance is also in series which slightly slows down the discharging
process compared to the charging processâ€¦. What should I do if I only have one output? The
transformer and TIP are basically for rendering the CDI independent from the alternator, while
the is positioned for enabling multiple sparks from the CDI, in other words for breaking the
capacitor discharge through many isolated sparks per fraction of a second. Friends, I want to
ask.. With every trigger pulse the HV capacitor is charged up by the transformer stepped up
volatge, and the SCR immediately starts firing it through rapid pulses, at a rate determined by
the astable frequencyâ€¦the firing is sustained until the capacitor is fully discharged â€¦.
Friends, I want to ask again 1. What if the higher voltage, it can be a big fire in the spark plug? I
understand, the ignition timing can be made only forward or backward when using the micro
controller, but hard to find complete schematic cdi. I assume, by "big fire" you mean strong
spark at the spark plug. That will definitely yield more power. As far as ignition timing is
concerned, yes it can be achieved only using a microcontroller because trigger timing need to
be adjusted at high RPM. Hmm, what I understand is that now you are using some ready made
programable CDI, purchased from some store. And that you are interested to make your
ownâ€¦.. In that case, you may email me at abuhafss hotmail. I wanna ask about this cdi.. And
the magnitude of that voltage is about VAC. And as Swagatam has mentioned, that V are more
than enough. Hi, it's probably positioned for grounding the negative half cycles through the
ohm which takes of the sting considerably and keeps the SCR in a safer condition. Hi nhark,
which circuit are you referring to? I am not considering the first circuit, it was just an initial
attemptâ€¦. When I said high voltage I was referring to V from the alternatorâ€¦may be you are
too busy imposing your own theory here so have lost your patience and understanding. It
seems you are just an ordinary auto-mechanic, it's a complete waste of time talking to you. The
signal allow the capacitor to get discharged through multiple sparks by breaking the charge into
many pieces instead of dumping the entire voltage instantly as we have in ordinary CDIs. This
perhaps helps to produce a smoother transition to the engine speeds and combustion. Tiaki
Senior has a point. Your circuit is sparking all the time, there is no way of triggering it to
coincide with the position of the piston. It may work, but will fire much too early for low rpm at
tickover. I hope you know how IC works. Hi Edgar, you can probably do it by isolating its
existing trigger input and integrating it with a astable input as shown in the second design
above. The circuit could be powered from the V source itself after stepping it down and
rectifying into a clean DC through a capacitive power supply. Hi there Swagatam, I plan to retain
my existing motorbike cdi and instead insert and adjustable spark delay circuit still triggered by
the alternator pulse signal. Is there a mosfet for ac switching? Thanks again, friend! Hello
Edgar, the input at pin4 should be actually from the trigger coil of the alternator, yes the zener
diode will make sure that the signals are appropriately stabilized before it reaches the IC.
Thanks again. Hello Swagatam, is the trigger pulse from the alternator AC? If so, need to rectify
it before pin 4? Hi Edgar, the second circuit actually includes the feature, please see on the left
of the circuit pin4 of the IC. Hi Swagatam, thanks and appreciate your prompt reply. In both
circuits above, the 12v input trigger pulse from the alternator is not indicated. I believe, it is to
pin 2? Thanks Edgar, sure! Hello Swagatam, I have been following this blog for quite sometime
now and very impressed for your unending and unselfish support for those who are in need.
Great job. I have an HHO installed on my motorbike and I need to retard the spark timing. I plan
to build your enhanced CDI with a spark timing adjustment incorporated in it. Dear sir, This
circuit can be use for 2 stroke motocycle cc? Is it making spark plug longer life time and bigger
spark? Dear nuraniku, yes it can be used for 2 stroke engines, and will create more efficient
sparks than traditional CDIs. How is it triggered???? Is a Piggy back design? It would be nice
having the two sparks original inductive and added CD working together. Original inductive
long lasting and CD high peakâ€¦. Please see the second diagram, you can trigger it through the
alternator by connecting the ICs reset input with the alternator pulses. The number of sparks
per alternator pulse can be adjusted by the setting up the 1M ppreset accordingly. I was
speaking about the DC 12v battery powered scheme not the AC from alternator. Because of this
I was wondering if this unit Works as a piggyback of an inductive OEM system negative is also
triggering. Having both inductive and capacitive spark discharging simultaneously using HV
diodes to protect inductive circuit would be great like MSD Stacker or Pertronix second strike.
The IC output at pin3 does a dual job of creating the V AC for feeding the capacitor as well as
triggering the SCR for the required discharge sparks. Sorry, PCB design is not available as it
would be quite time consuming for me to design, your PCB maker would do it very easily. The
parts can be easily noted down from the diagram itself, just click on the diagram to enlarge it.
The triggering should sync with TDC position of the piston. For that particular reason the

motorcylces' flywheel are equipped with a small raised metal strip and pick-up coil is installed
at a position that it sync with the TDC of piston. Thus the triggering frequency is directly
proportional to the RPM. However, in the captioned circuit the will trigger the sparks at a
constant frequency, irrelevant of TDC position. I cannot simulate how this circuit will behave
when installed. Please do share your practical experience. Hi Arindam, a modern cdi circuit can
be replaced with all types of previous contact breaker type of cdis. I am not very sure about
their wiring, I think it would be better to consult an auto electrician, he would be able to provide
the right solution. The ignition coil would be already present in the vehicle, it will need to be
integrated with the assembled circuit as given. Can we shrink the size of the transformer, like
using a toroidal core? Or some other method? Yes that's true, very soon I would possibly post
an identical article with a ferrite core transformer. Normally, the two wheelers have 6V batteries.
What would be the amperes? Hmm, perhaps you are right. Earlier, the bikes had 6v batteries
and I assumed they are still having the same set-up. Thanks for the up-date. Current isn't much
of an issue here because the spark plug gap is so small that even a mA trafo would work nicely.
The output shown on the left is the one without the boost circuit having AC input from the
two-wheeler itself. The one on the right is with the AC supply from the boost circuit. As
mentioned earlier, the supply is about VAC varying between V. It could not be rectified. As per
your suggestion, adding another 10uF capacitor drops the voltage to V. You can see the
difference between the two outputs. The points at which the voltages were recorded are marked
in the circuit. In the left circuit you can see there is constant rectified VDC. The response to the
trigger can also be noted. Whereas, in the right circuit the voltage is not rectified. Can you
please isolate the the CDI and the boost circuit and then perhaps confirm the voltage waveform
of the stage? This would help us to know the origin of the negative pulses, if it was from the
boost circuit or the CDI coil? Also the bjt stage could be removed as it looks immaterial and a
1N added parallel to the 10uF cap in the boost circuit. Yes that's right, it's when the SCR
triggersâ€¦.. You'll also like: 1. Comments Your Comments are too Valuable! But please see that
they are related to the above article, and are not off-topic! Cancel reply Your email address will
not be published. Search Related Posts for Commenting Search this website. Thank you thank
you very much God bless you, my son will be able to enjoy his toy. Please let me know if you
have any further questions! Yes it is specifically designed for motor bikesâ€¦. I understand. If I
find a suitable solution before then I will share it. That does clean tings up nicely thank you.
Your help was invaluable. Thanks Adam, Those are the symbols for the diodes, which are 1N in
this design. Thanks Adam, I wish you all the best, I have updated the finalized circuit and the
video showing the test results. Hi Joe, I am not sure about it, you may have to consult this with
a qualified auto mechanic. Hi Joe, It is still not clear to me. Hi Joe, yes you can do that. Thanks
Joe, I am glad you liked my work. Hi Swagatam, how do you adjust the timing coming from
pickup? Somehow i prefer not to do any mod on my bike magneto, so i still can use the original
CDI Planned to use this for emergency only. Thanks for the reply tho, will look up to your other
interesting projects. Hi boss can you tell me what is the ampere of given transformer. Sorry, but
could you provide me links for those component or more details about component. Thanks so
much for posting the schemata, and for your assistance! Marcus Cross. Hi Sandeep I
understand your concern about the spark timing. Here is the design which only works with
inverter module. For design which allows both inverter and exciter coil, I shall update soon.
Okay Sandeep, here you go. Sandeep First of all, please tell me if you want a hassle-free
solution or you want to do all the work by yourself. Hello friends, I own a royal enfield model
which has a cdi ignition. Hello Curt, I am not quite sure about the "retard" function as explained
by you, may be you know it better and so it could work fine as assumed by you. Hello The
design which Swagtam has recommended is a 3-phase Fullwave rectifier. And lastly does it
matter what type of capacitors are used? Hi Rama It is better to continue further commenting
under the actual article. Rama Diaz I shall appreciate if you would provide a link about the
universal ECU, you are talking about. Hi Rama, a positive 5 to 12V trigger will be required for the
second and the third circuits, the length of the spark could matter, I am not very sure about its
significanceâ€¦but it's said that multiple sparks for some fraction of a second gives better
results than one abrupt strong sparkâ€¦ To me the second circuit makes more senseâ€¦so you
could try that. Hi Rama Diaz 1. The above circuits fire the spark at the moment they receive the
trigger pulse. Firstly I want to say thanks for making your schematics available. No this circuit
does not include the "advance" feature yes a 5V oscillating trigger would be sufficient for
producing the proposed results. Thanks again A. Hi Mikel, Please click the diagram to enlarge it,
you'll find the part numbers clearly indicated beside the respective component symbols, if you
still have problems please let me know. And trigger should be in primary section or in
secondary? I must use the circuit with the pulse triger, right what type of diode used Thank you
in advance Happy new year for Michel. Hi Michel, If you have the schematic idea you can go

ahead with it and I am sure it would work. The diode can be a 1N or similar. Wish you too a very
happy Swagatam Majumdar mir bitte etwas TR2, bin ich sehr dankbar. Hi swagatam, how about
old car with breaker point, can use this circuits? Hi Jipi, yes surely it can be replaced with the
above explained circuits. Hi swagatam, I have some some queries regarding this circuit. Can
this unit be used for plasma ignition? Can we use non resistor spark plugs? Hi Amit, The above
circuit has no relation with plasma ignition, so it cannot be used there. I am still confused,,
friend hehehhehe mean signal issued pin 3, is the same as the signal generated by the trigger,
only the signal from pin 3 is a box-shaped signal, while the trigger is an early signal,, before the
signal is converted into a square and raised by a transformer to be used to fill capacitors how
menghhubungkan if I only have one output of the timer module? Abdul, the trigger signal is the
5V timing pulse voltage from the alternator. TIP could be replaced with a or a 2N, or a D
transistorâ€¦. Abdul Hamid I assume, by "big fire" you mean strong spark at the spark plug. Hi
,Swagatam Majumdar I wanna ask about this cdi.. Hi Abdul, 1 if a V trafo is used the output
would be V and it's more than enough for egnerating the sparks. Hi bro Can you tell me this cdi I
can use for yamaharx? However the second circuit needs slight modifications, I'll hopefully do
it soon. How can it spark all the time when pin4 of the IC is connected with the trigger signal??
Dear Sir, This circuit can be use for small mist blower? Nice CDI Man!!! Original inductive long
lasting and CD high peakâ€¦ Regards. Thanks Athal, Please see the second diagram, you can
trigger it through the alternator by connecting the ICs reset input with the alternator pulses.
Again: nice Project! Where can i download any PCB drawing an list of components? Actually it
should be "ignition coil", wrongly written as trigger coil. Hi Abu-Hafss, Yes that's true, very
soon I would possibly post an identical article with a ferrite core transformer. Hello Ustaad Jee
Normally, the two wheelers have 6V batteries. Hello Guruji, Can you specify which two wheeler
today uses 6V? I have never seen one. But anyway, yes the trafo primary V rating would depend
and should match the battery voltage. By the way, just for learning sake, if it is 6V system what
should be the amperes? Any suggestion? Still waiting for the CDI with ferrite core transformer,
which you proposed on Oct. Thanks Abu-Hafss, I'll look into it and reply you as soon as I figure
out a suggestion. Hi Abu-Hafss, Can you please isolate the the CDI and the boost circuit and
then perhaps confirm the voltage waveform of the stage? Hi Swagatam, How is the coil
triggered? Is this done by completing the ground after the BT? Thanks in advance, Matt. In this
post we discuss the circuit for a simple, universal capacitive discharge ignition circuit or a CDI
circuit using a standard ignition coil and a solid state SCR based circuit. To initiate the process,
earlier we used to have the circuit breaker unit for the required actions. Nowadays the
contact-breaker is replaced with a more efficient and long lasting electronic ignition system,
called the capacitor discharge ignition system. Basically as the name suggest, ignition system
in vehicles refers to the process in which the fuel mixture is ignited for initiating the engine and
the drive mechanisms. This ignition is done through an electrical process by generating high
voltage electrical arcs. The above electrical arc is created through extreme high voltage
passage across two potentially opposite conductors through the enclosed air gap. As we all
know that for generating high voltages we require some kind of stepping up process, generally
done through transformers. As the source voltage available in two wheeler vehicles is from an
alternator, may not be powerful enough for the functions. Therefore the voltage needs to be
stepped up many thousand folds in order to reach the desired arcing level. The ignition coil,
which is very popular and we all have seen them in our vehicles is especially designed for the
above stepping up of the input source voltage. However the voltage from the alternator cannot
be directly fed to the ignition coil because the source may be low in current, therefore we
employ a CDI unit or a capacitive discharge unit for collecting and releasing the alternator
power in succession in order to make the output compact and high with current. Referring to
the above capacitor discharge ignition circuit diagram, we see a simple configuration consisting
of a few diodes, resistors, a SCR and a single high voltage capacitor. The input to the CDI unit is
derived from two sources of the alternator. One source is a low voltage around 12 volts while
the other input is taken from the relatively high voltage tap of the alternator, generating around
a volts. This voltage is stored inside the high voltage capacitor instantaneously. The low 12
voltage signal is applied to the triggering stage and used for triggering the SCR. Now since the
SCR is integrated to the ignition primary coil, the released energy from the capacitor is forcibly
dumped in the primary winding of the coil. The action generates a magnetic induction inside the
coil and the input from the CDI which is high in current and voltage is further enhanced to
extremely high levels at the secondary winding of the coil. The generated voltage at the
secondary of the coil may rise up to the level of many tens of thousands of volts. This output is
appropriately arranged across two closely held metal conductors inside the spark plug. The
voltage being very high in potential starts arcing across the points of the spark plug, generating
the required ignition sparks for the ignition process. The following video clip shows the basic

working process of the above explained CDI circuit. The set up was tested on table, and
therefore the trigger voltage is acquired from a 12V 50Hz AC. Since the trigger is from a 50Hz
source, the sparks can be seen arcing at the rate 50Hz. If you have any circuit related query, you
may interact through comments, I'll be most happy to help! Your email:. Your email address will
not be published. Notify me via e-mail if anyone answers my comment. Hello Schwagant Build
myself a hydrogen generator from Stangle Meyer without the use of chemicals, only with pure
water. For this I need a pulse generator high current low pulse generator which is described by
other providers with ultra-short pulse generator. I have a 12V 70 amp alternator in the car.
Where can buy a ready-to-install pulse generator or a complete kit with instructions. Please
help. You can very easily build a 12V high current pulse generator using an IC PWM circuit as
shown in the following diagram:. The triggering signal must come from a pickup coil, or any
arrangement that creates a single 5V or 12V pulse in response to each rotation of the wheel.
Thanks you Alvaro, you can definitely use the above design for your bike, it should work.
However you will need a pickup coil triggering for the operations, so you may contact a
qualified mechanic to get it installed in your bike too. The Indian replace are bad quality, and
very expensives , because a hight tax in Brazil. Do you have CDI diagram for this model? Hi
Cleuzio, Reputed Indian brands are one of the best, may be you got a duplicate version. Yes,
because of tax the good ones can be a lot more expensive in your country. The CDI version
explained in the above article is the universal design which can be used for all 2 standard
wheelers. Thanks for the prompt reply! I guess I was not clear on my intended use? I need an
astable operation that will provide the pulses per second without an external trigger. In an
attempt to conserve battery power, what would be the lowest freq that the charging oscillator
can operate at to provide full charge at the PPS? I do think I need another to provide the astable
trigger? If you elaborate on the exact working principle of your circuit that may help me to
understand it better. Using the enhanced model How low of a freq cycle will the cap still be
charger up enough to fire the coil? I am looking to fire a coil times a second and will be run on
batt power due to location. Will the allow this or do I need to build a hybrid using a dual chip
and run the oscillator at a higher freq and the second part of the to run the spark freq? The
circuit given above is very much capable of firing 3 to 4 times per second, provided the pickp
coil triggers the circuit at this rate. Prajwal, it will surely work, but you must test the results on
work bench first before installation, so please check it as per the video set up. Basically you
just have apply a low current V across the V terminals and a 12V pulse at the trigger input to
verify the system. Can you please send me the schematic for a 2 stroke. HI, have you ever built
a cdi box for a Wisconsin s14d engine? Hi, if the tractor ignition system works with a single
spark plug then definitely this circuit can be used. Q1 what exactly is the SCR doing? Q2
suppose i want to trigger the SCR with a micro controller arduino. Q3 at low revs, if i want to
multiple spark, how long for cap to recharge before next pulse? In the absence of a trigger the
capacitor charges through the V input. When a trigger is applied the SCR dumps the charge
across the ignition coil primary. I have a problem with my Cdi motorcycle.. I want to modified
the Cdi because my rpm around I want more.. Please help meâ€¦. Hello, I had opened my
household generator as it is not starting. I think it might be the cdi. I want to know if this cdi will
work or not? If yes then i will be happy?. In your schematic diagram the pickup connection is
single wire but on my generator engine the pickuphas two wire, how will i make the connection?
The pickup box is magnetic thing inside as metal gets attracted to it. Thank you. Prosenjit, yes it
should do the job for you! Out of the two wires one could be the negative or ground wire, please
identify with a meter which wire is common with the ground line of the generator, once
identified you can then connect it with the common ground line and use the other wire as the
trigger input. If you are unable to identify use each wire randomly and check which one works.
Thanks for your reply. Now i understood the wiring. I will surely try that out. One more thing
what is inside that pickup box, does it has any magnetic switch as it is magnectic. The pickup
box normally has an iron cored coil which is triggered by a magnet fixed with the engine wheel,
as the wheel rotates the magnet moves past the pick coil, and this induces a magnetic pulse in
the coil, and this pulse output is used as the trigger for the CDI circuit. Hello, I have a sea doo
and the mpem multi purpose electronic module burnt a diode from a stator over charging it. I
can not buy this board so i replaced the diode. The engine cranks and all works except I do not
have spark. The board has a key security built in with no work around so I would like to build a
cdi so I can bypass this unit. Its a 2 cylinder 2 stroke engine. Would any of the cdi schematics
on this site work for me? Hi, you can surely use the CDI discussed in the above article, however
it will work only if your system includes an integrated alternator and a pickup coil. Otherwise
you may have to build one of the designs explained in the following post:. Okay great. It has a
pickup coil and a charging coil so this setup will work with 2 opposing firing spark plugs? OK,
in that case if the charging coil is able to generate around V to V this can be configured with the

points marked V, and the pickup output can be connected with the points marked 12Vâ€¦both
with respect to the ground line. Once hooked up and initiated, the High tension wire should start
generating the required high voltage for the spark plug. This is all good news for me. Anyway I
can send you a schematic showing what I have and what I want to replace with this cdi? Here is
the link to q screenshot of the ignition circuit. Thanks for showing the wiring diagram, however I
am not able to identify the pickup coil and the alternator inputs for the CDI, it seems the CDI coil
is supposed to be all electronic, not sure. So what I want is to cut out the electronic module
which includes the cdi and just use the 2 coils magneto in top right of the diagram and built a
cdi to power the ignition coil and get spark. I have looked all over and can not find a
replacement module so this is a last option. Is it an option? Thanks again for all the help. Using
a multimeter identify the alternator output which produces to V, and also the 12V from a pickup
coil. Once these two are identified you can quickly integrate with the above shown CDI design
for initiating the sparks. The SCR specs are too low, it will blow instantly, the triac specs look
OK, it can be tried, might work. They go into a regulator rectifier and then those leads head back
into the diagram. I used my meter and believe those yellow wires to be the AC but because they
do not ground on the engine how would I integrate that into the CDI? Or do I need to use the
circuit that uses a transformer and does not use the AC from the engine? If you can just find the
pickup coil that would be enough, the CDI circuit could be run with a battery and integrated with
your system quickly. Hello, friend. I need a cdi circuit for a kymco quannon , it burns to me
original, I want to replace the burned parts, so I need a circuit of the capacitors, transistors,
relays their strengths and specifications. Thanks in advance. Hi swagatam, i have yamaha
outboard 4-strokes 9. HI OG, the discussed CDI is suitable for all general motorcycles, it may
not work efficiently only in high speed racer motorcycles or other forms of enhanced bikes, you
can give it a try, most probably it will work. You mentioned, you are new to electronics. So how
are you going to handle it, even if you get some working circuit? Do you have soldering
experience? Hi Abu-Hafss, most readers get confused due to the wrong placement of the "load
more" button, If possible I'll try to shift it over the comment box soon, that will make it easier for
the readers to know regarding the hidden comments. Abu-Hafss- Are you asking for a picture of
the magneto itself or a picture of the coil and how it is wrapped under the protective sheathing?
Anyway, I understood your required CDI is 2-wired self-triggered type used on motor-bicycles.
That is slightly different from the one discussed in this article. I shall post an article for that CDI
but it might take a week or so, as I am bit engaged these days. I hope you can wait for a few
days. I have no battery and engine is "push started" by release of clutch which spins the
"magneto" which i assume acts as an alternator would but on a smaller scale. I have not
measured the output of the magneto to the CDI that comes with this kit but I wish to get the best
performance possible. I have a faulty CDI that does not produce enough to get spark from plug
that is necessary. It is a solid state CDI. I apologizes all this circuitry stuff is pretty new to me.
You are very inspirational in my desire to further understand circuitry and the whole bit!
Reguards, David. Thank you David for posting your question and trusting my knowledge. If you
are new to electronics then definitely you would find it almost impossible to troubleshoot or
repair any faulty electronic unitâ€¦moreover since it's a solid state version would have more
sophisticated parts than what is presented in the above article. The CDI explained in this article
looks an ideal choice for your requirement, and in fact can be used for generating sparks on any
vehicle that may be equipped to generate a minimum 60V AC, and has a pickup coil. The 60V is
used for activating the ignition coil which ultimately generates the high voltage for the sparks.
The pick coil responds to the wheel rotation and triggers the CDI to generate the high voltage
pulses at the same rate as the wheel rotation. Even if the pick coil is absent, the high alternator
output can be suitably dropped and used as the triggering source for the CDI coil. So basically
if your bike possesses the above then you could easily exploit the above design in your favor.
The above circuit should work with your 66cc bike without any problem. However to ensure
correct operation, it is advisable that you send us a photo of inside of your magneto. Or is there
a better place to acquire these types of special parts that you guys go to for items such as
these? I really enjoyed this article though I felt a bit lost in certain parts because even though I
like electricity and electronics all I know I've learned "the hard way" ':. But my question is how
do certain cdi's defer from other brands? Like I would like to apply this on your article to my
yamaha dtr but my bike is a bit of a transformer because it no longer has many stock parts. Like
for example here in my country is very hard or very expensive to get original or oem parts, so I
managed to make the bike rub without a cdi but I feel it is not as precise as it should, and the
trial and error cost me a few more parts. In case you are interested what I did was i took out the
pin on the crankshaft that allows the flywheel to be in the correct position so I could advance it
or retard it, and so I plug the source coil wire directly to the ignition coil and placed the piston at
TDC and made a small mark on the crankshaft to know when it is in TDC and also on the

flywheel for reference, then I tried to kickstart the bike it is a cc 2stroke and if it didnt work i
moved it bit by bit to find where i would get a kind of good spark but sometimes I got a recoil
from it and made the engine run backwards, when it was a bit off of TDC it was not a problem
because it would just run back instead of forward x But if it was too close to TDC the recoil
would crank the kickstart so hard it would break a few things, but it was fun though. So back to
my question I would love to find a way to make my own CDI for my bike what specs would I
need of the bike itself so I could build one? I too enjoyed your adventures with your motorcycle
and it clearly proves your innovative nature and skills. Since automobile is not my main field of
work, I tend to forget quickly anything that I try to grasp in this field. Therefore I could not
understand much the mechanical modifications you did in your bike. However I am pretty sure
that if your bike could work without a CDI then definitely it would do much better if the above
explained CDI circuit was installed in your bike. Because the above design is an universal
design and can be used for all regular bikes which are presently running on the roads
throughout the world. No doubt about it, and you can easily do it by assembling the little
number parts indicated in the diagram, and simply hook them up with your bike's electrical. I am
sure you will be able to build the circuit and implement it successfullyâ€¦. Answering your
question, the shape of the CDI unit is not important. Basically, there are two types of CDI unit i.
As you mentioned, if your bike has a source coil with high voltage output about VAC then the
above circuit would definitely do the job provided the connections are correct. I'll check into the
coil for the triggerâ€¦ The max RPM's on this bike are 11, Assuming the - get tied to ground?
What would be the minimum voltage needed for the trigger? Thank you, you have been a great
help. What size resistors do you recommend for this CDI? Also, I'm having trouble finding a 56
Ohm resistor locally, and alternatives? Thank you! Will this work for a Suzuki RM ? Also, I have
4 wires coming out of the stator, which wires connect to the CDI? Thanks again! What size
resistors do you use for this CDI? Also, having trouble finding a 56 Ohm resistor locally, ant
alternatives? Hi i am hassam from kashmir. I m very far away thats why i can't get it new one its
not available here i m going to import it i gonna bebe so expensive what should you suggest
meâ€¦thanks. Hassan, The above CDI is a universal model which is presently being used in
reputed Indian motorcycle brands such as Bajaj, and Hero Honda, so you can build this CDI for
your motorcycle also and use it for the time being until you find the original version for your
specific modelâ€¦. Hi Swagatam, I am from the Philippines and my motorcycle's cdi got damage
lately. I have an old honda C, thanks to your cdi design it is running again. I have already
traveled around km already using your cdi design. Thank you Swagatam Majumdar. If the max
voltage from your alternator is below V then the 1uF capacitor can be rated at V without issues
but if you are not sure and doubt that it might rise above V then you better change it to a V rated
capacitor. Any kind of sound from a solid state circuit is not good, you can check if anything's
sparking or arcing at any place within the pCB. If I were you, I would have assembled on a 2" x
2" veroboard. But anyway, your connections seems to be OK. To me, the SCR looks doubtful.
By the way, can you get the waveform of the pulser input? I doubt if the pulser coil on your bike
issues negative pulse first, then positive pulse. If that is the case, you might need to make some
modification in the circuit because this circuit is designed to fire on a positive pulse. Hi,
verifying all the connections could be difficult and time consumingâ€¦but among the parts the
capacitor quality looks suspiciousâ€¦. Ok, thanks a lot. I'll try to improve my connexions,
change several components, other pick up, etc.. I'll inform you. Also when, the r. Another
question: how could I change the time since the pick up sends the signal, to arrives at the SCR?
It is very interesting, beacuse I'would like to change or adjust the spark timming, in order that
this circuit provides the spark too early, about 20 degrees before the original system, and this
can be bad to the engine. I'll continue working on this project. Thanks for the circuit, to you and
all the people that participates here. Hi, 1N is not a high speed diode, but anyway high speed
diode may not be required. Upon checking the waveform images, I found that increasing speed
results in the increase of amplitude or the peak voltage output from the pickup, so how this
could be affecting the SCR conduction is something that needs to be diagnosed. You can try
feeding the pickup output to a small bridge rectifier and connect the output from the bridge to
the SCR gateâ€¦. Hi Mr. But the problem persists. Vicente, could you please draw the circuit
diagram of your prototype? And provide a photo of your circuit? Actually, the circuit is quite
simple and should work if the connections are made correctly. We can assume the circuit built
by Mr. Hi sir. Recently I made this circuit on a 2stroke motorbike, 50cc, improved performances
for amateur racing. At idle the system works ok, but when I try to rise r. To test it, I mounted the
circuit on a protoboard to experimental circuits, It could be this the reason? I tried to improve
the continuity of the wires, betwen the ignition coil and the capacitor and also mass, with
double or triple wires, but I didn't reach any result. Comparing to the oem CDI, the spark if less
powerful in this ciruit, I don't know if this could be the reason. Hello Swagatam, I came to this

very helpful blog, while researcing a CDI for a medium displacement two stroke bike, and I have
a very high regard for your availability. Could you please elaborate a little, on the last statement
of your last reply July The engine I will hopefully use the CDI is of this kind high power to
weight ratio , so could you hint to the posssible paths to take, to achieve such an improved
battery-less ignition? Electronic advance, more current etc. Thanks very much. It will work for
all general bikes, not with special high speed bikes which are intended to be used for racing or
for extra high speed operarionsâ€¦. It is the recommended one, and the best one as far long
lasting concerned. Hi, i have a honda spada vt v-twin engine, i got a problem with my cdi some
parts are burn and i dont know the value, do you have any idea with this or do you have some
schematic diagram with it..? Please help me.. Thank you ps. Thank you.. Hi, if you can show me
the pics of the burnt parts I could try to identify them, if these are diodes then most probably
these could be 1N diodesâ€¦if the size is bigger then it could be a 1n etc. Sir I want to make all
Indian bike cdi unit can u provide me all solution like making n testing sourceâ€¦. Shinam, CDI
circuit is provide in the above article, a CDI tester circuit is also included in this website you can
use the search box to find the same. I mean that its better than scooters original cdi. Trigger
pulse is only 5 volts in my scooter oskilloscope. Therefore I made it without resistor. Its too low
voltage for original cdi. This handmade cdi working very well. OK I am glad it's working for you!
Thank so much. I made this like cdi by bigger thyristor and without R4 resostor. Its better than
original. Pave from Finland. I have a 4cyl 4 stroke kz that the ic igniter has become lost due to
moving. I was wondering since it is a wasted spark system in which two plugs fire
simultaneously can I build my own cdi to use in place of the ic igniter that was used originally?
This question is brought about because of the rarity of factory replacements and the high cost
of aftermarket replacements. If you have any ideas that will help please blueprint the for
mentioned schematics, I will be more than grateful for any help. Hi, i have a kawasaki kdx that
does not have a trigger coil! Will this schematic work on it? Hi, without a trigger coil no CDI can
work for a motor bike as far as I knowâ€¦so the above circuit will also not work without a trigger
from a pick up coil. Could the trigger be in the cdi? See the picture in the link below:. Three
wires means 12V, VAC and common ground. Please see the link for the diagram:. The resistor is
to be connected to 12V from ignition. This resistor provides wetting or whetting current for the
points to ensure that there is good contact between the two contact-points when they are
closed. This wetting current is sufficient to keep the contacts clean and avoiding and damage to
them. Hi Fidel, BT is a thyristor, which is completely different from a transistor and therefore the
two cannot be replaced with each otherâ€¦. I appreciate your thoughts Mr. Fidel, you are right,
somebody must take serious initiative and prove the world about the potentials of these
efficient machinesâ€¦in my free time i would certainly want to go ahead and test one of thoseâ€¦.
Hi, I'm wondering If u have a printed circuit for this shematic. I'm not good at all on that software
to make circuit If u have please share with us Regards Otto V. Congrats for this page! Hi I have a
suzuki gsxr slingshot gk76 and can't find a cdi in south Africa and need to build my own if you
can help whit that please. I am afraid the CDI discussed here is suitable only for smaller bikes
cc. If you still want to DIY, let me know I'll forward you the link. Hi Pieter, you can try the above
circuit by replacing the CDI coil as per the specs, and under the supervision of an expert
automobile engineer, the above circuit design is a universal design and can be used fr all
conventional motorcycles with some modifications. Not sure if my message went through as my
computer is a little crazy at the moment. CDI unit C4 capacitor, is it polarized or non-polarized? I
plan to try it on a Mercury outboard hp 40hp motor, stator input is volt and trigger is 20volt, do
you think it will be ok? C4 is a non-polar capacitor, the circuit is intended for all 2 or 3 wheeler
automobile engines, if your system similar to these engines then it'll surely work. If i want to
use this ignition in a 4 stroke 90 degree V twin, can i just use 2 pickup coils 90 degrees apart,
hooked to 2 separate ignition boxes? If we alter some parts change for earn more voltages like
V to give ignition coil. Does it run and genrate more voltages and more power? Dear sir, My bike
is honda cd and its rpm and its ignition build for rpm. Hi sir i want high voltage from this circuit
like v to v. Kindly tell me how tjis possible. Hi Mansoor, the CDI coil in the above circuit is
capable of producing 20, V and is intended to be used in automobilesâ€¦. Hi sir thank you for
replying. But it can possible circuit produce V and forward to ignition coil. And then ignition coil
V to become 40, Volts? I wana ask you one question. And question is Do you built any plasma
ignition circuit? As you know plasma ignition very much powerful spark. Thank You Peter
pnptrudgeon gmail. Hi, the body polarity is irrelevant here. You can use the above suggested
circuit with your vehicle alsoâ€¦. It's one and the same, to me your diagram looks more
confusing: because in my diagram the bridge is well isolated from the transformers and makes
it clearer to understand that it's been installed for powering the circuit. Finally, I have managed
to get the tester working with the fence charger configuration without the triac. Actually, I got
deceived with the earth sign in your schematic. However, the sparks are quite weak. I am

considering to replace the 2nd transformer with a 6V so that the output is around V. That's
great! In DC circuit, the earth symbol generally indicates the common negative rail. You can
also try a 1amp transformer for the one which is connected with the CDI, this could also help to
increase the spark strength. Yes, the earth sign generally indicates the common negative rail,
that's why I mistakenly assumed that the is also grounded to that negative rail. Shouldn't I
advise you to point out this important note in your article so that people like me may not get
deceived. Right now, I am using 2 x 12V mA xformers. I think changing the 2nd xformer to 1A
won't strengthen the spark because the sparks are released from the charge dumped in the
capacitor. Therefore more higher voltage will result strong spark. Higher voltage will produce
longer sparks but will be weaker in power not very bright , increasing amps will make the sparks
thicker, stronger and brighter. Ok, but in that case both the xformers should be
changedâ€¦â€¦â€¦because the output from the first would the input for the 2nd. If only the 2nd is
changed, the input wattage would remain the same and hence the output would remain the
same. First I connected the triggering input to the output of variable frequency oscillator max.
When I could not get the sparks, I manually tapped the triggering input with 12V but still no
sparks. Something is surely wrong somewhere, I think for avoiding doubts you could try
following the exact design that's been shown in my circuits, and also use the same ignition coil
which has been shown in the drawings. I checked the coil and found that the secondary has
very high resistance in M-Ohms, maybe due to the high tension wire, though it worked perfectly
in the bike. Anyway, I bought a new one same the one shown in your drawing. It had perfect
reading of about 6k. However, as reported on Feb. Hi Abu-Hafss, I am not sure what could be
the problem, because the circuit is too straightforward and should start working immediately, I
have already made this circuit for many different applications and everytime it responded
correctly. One more pointâ€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦. When I switch on the circuit the LED connected to the pin
3 of would indicate the oscillation. And sometimes when I connect the transformer, the
oscillation would stop. And then when I disconnect the transformer, it would resume the
oscillation after some time. This does not happens every time. However, the problem I reported
earlier occurred when the was oscillating with the transformer and the output V. Hi Abu-Hafss,
try the fence charger design without the stage, let's first make the basic design work ad then
you can proceed with the other versions. I think the second trafo should be rated a little higher,
may be a mA will be more suitable. I am operating this circuit with 12V-5A supply i. The output
is V, so the amperes roughly mA. This is just for idea. I will check the amperes and will inform
you. Ferrite toroidal rings are the black one whereas the iron powder toroidal rings are made
with iron powderâ€¦â€¦more details could be seen here:. I think we are forgetting one thing, it's
not the current that is important here, rather the voltage. The article you are referring involves 2
transformers whereas, my effort was to use a transformerless design. I had that point in my
mind that current is not an important issue here. For that particular reason, the output is around
V as long as the input voltage is between 12VV!!! Without the CDI, I have checked the capacitor
gets charged within milliseconds. The CDI has its own diode and capacitor. How can that be???
The CDI unit works perfectly in its place. I referred you the above circuit to indicate how the low
current V input from an ordinary trafo works perfectly to produce the required 20kv sparks at
the output of the CDI coil. I am afraid removing the diode capacitor network will not help, it's
required for the proper functioning of the design, may be because it operates by charging and
releasing the capacitor stored energy only when the capacitor charge reaches some optimal
point. The think the CDI coil or any such trafo responds best when bursts of high voltage are
dumped in their primary winding instead of a continuous frequency. I have spent many hours
but, not successful. I have a VV mA small transformer. Or do I need to have a bigger
transformer? A high frequency input will not work with a CDI coil, you will have to use the
converter in a burst mode or a pulsed mode, and it should match the input winding voltage
rating of the CDI. I could get only V which, if fed into the CDI results nothing. All my CDI circuits
have a high voltage capacitor stage included, which one exactly are you referring to? But the
set-up did not worked as I reported on my post of Feb. This set-up is based on your article of
enhanced CDI for 2-wheelers. I am not talking about the CDI unit it is untouched. I hope now
everything is clear. Now I await your valued comments. You can make this circuit exactly as it's
shown and then compare it with your designs and check why this one works and your designs
don't. I think the gate trigger could be the culprit. I rebuilt the circuit same as yours, only
changed the RC components to fixed values to get The output was V. Do not use direct V, it can
damage the diodes and the scr, you will need to isolate it using two step down trafos connected
back to back. Recently I physically made the boost circuit with an output of smooth V. The BJT
network was removed. The Coil is super cool but the mosfet gets little warm. Nothing Happens.
Could this be the reason? What is the gauge of the wire that you have used? It should be
selected appropriately for getting the required amount of current. And the current from the

power supply should also be rated high enough for the CDI coil to respond. It's quite easy, after
making the above explained CDI circuit, you will just have to integrate the inputs to the
indicated voltage outputs of the alternator. Next, the C4 bottom link will need to connected with
the free end of the primary of your ignition coil. The other terminal of the primary coil will not
require any attention as it would be originally connected to the ground of the vehicle. I have a
need for an ignition system for a 6 cyl 2-cycle engine. I am quite gifted mechanically but alas,
electrickery has me by the shorts. Can any reader offer assistance? Thanks, M8 Mate. Good day
Swagatam Majumdar! I have a 2 stroke Yamaha L2GF cc 's model that uses points. Can i
convert it to cdi and use your circuit? Hey just surfing around the net looking at info on CDI
design and implementation on the hobbyist level. I have a 46 cc retrofit kit for a bicycle and it
has given me 4 years reliable use even though it is very cheap engine that gets hard used. It has
a magneto coil, I want a little more spark. I understand that i will need to implement a better cdi
but also wonder if i can rewind the magneto coil or change the magnet provided there is enough
room. Hi I have a honda xr the cdi is buggered will I need to get another one or is there a way to
bypass this? What is the function of the diode connected across the primary of the ignition
coil? With cathode grounded, won't it obstruct the capacitor's energy from passing on to the
primary of the ignition coil??? Hi sirâ€¦ I have a honda dio 50cc 2 stroke scooter? Would this
work instead of the stock cdi which has 5 pins and limiter? These bikes have CDi's from the
company itself. Is it possible to enhance the performance of these bikes or a matter of any small
cc bikes? I have read a lot about Performance CDi's and want to make one on my own. Please
Guide me as this is very interesting topic for me. Although the circuit is a tested one and it
definitely works, I am not sure if it would produce any adverse effect on the bike engine, you
can give it a try under the supervision of a qualified auto electrician. You'll also like: 1.
Comments Your Comments are too Valuable! But please see that they are related to the above
article, and are not off-topic! Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Search
Related Posts for Commenting Search this website. Hi Andreas, You can very easily build a 12V
high current pulse generator using an IC PWM circuit as shown in the following diagram: Let me
know if you have any further questions! Good evening, can I use a v 3uf capacitor instead of the
1uf one? Thanks for ur rply sir i did a another one and connected it and it was working. Thanks
for sharing this post. Very informative and appreciate the detailed component list. Few
questions: Q1 what exactly is the SCR doing? Thanks very much , Glad you liked the post!
However you can do one change, just place the diodes with BA How i want modified my
motorcycle from rpm to rpm. NTE looks much better, you can definitely try that. Will this circuit
works for Honda CR 2 Stroke motocross? Does it work on a cc motorcycle? David Would you
please clarify if your motor-bicycle is for normal usage or for racing? WE will surely wait for the
new article. Thanks for your interest and time! Hi David The above circuit should work with your
66cc bike without any problem. Thanks David, the ebay image is not opening for me. Hi
Swagatam, I really enjoyed this article though I felt a bit lost in certain parts because even
though I like electricity and electronics all I know I've learned "the hard way" ':. Thanks in
advance and best regards,. Thanks Robert, I too enjoyed your adventures with your motorcycle
and it clearly proves your innovative nature and skills. I appreciate your willingness to try this
circuitâ€¦wish you all the best. Also, What kind of capacitor do you use? Ceramic disc? The
trigger voltage on an RM stator is only. That's great Christian, I am glad it's serving the purpose
for you! Hi Vicente If I were you, I would have assembled on a 2" x 2" veroboard. NXP is Philips,
so it's fine. I think the pick-up coil output has something to do with the issue. Hi Vincent, which
SCR did you use? You can try the following: ignore the ground connection of the CDI, meaning
don't connect the indicated line of the CDI with the bike ground or bodyâ€¦. Hi, if you can show
me the pics of the burnt parts I could try to identify them, if these are diodes then most probably
these could be 1N diodesâ€¦if the size is bigger then it could be a 1n etc If this circle shaped
part has four legs then it could be a bridge rectifierâ€¦.. There's no harm in trying the above
shown design for your bike. The system will certainly allow you to use your bike normally, if not
at extreme high speeds. Kevin, Mr. Abu-Hafss will guide you through the required procedures.
Is there a way to make this adjustable to change the spark timing? I am not very sure about it,
but you can definitely try it out. Dear Mansoor, yes according to me RPM will not be a problem
for this circuit since it uses a fast, and advanced SCR for the switching. Hi Mansoor,, It can be
tried but forcing V into the coil could make it hot. Dear sir, what happen if we changing C4 1uF
to bigger uF V? Hi Swagatam Your drawing is bit confusing, I have simplified and reproduced it.
Hi Abu-Hafss, It's one and the same, to me your diagram looks more confusing: because in my
diagram the bridge is well isolated from the transformers and makes it clearer to understand
that it's been installed for powering the circuit. HI Swagatam Finally, I have managed to get the
tester working with the fence charger configuration without the triac. Hi Abu-Hafss, That's great!
Hi Swagatam Yes, the earth sign generally indicates the common negative rail, that's why I

mistakenly assumed that the is also grounded to that negative rail. Hi Abu-Hafss, I'll remove the
earth symbol so it doesn't confuse the new hobbyists. Hi Swagatam Ok, but in that case both
the xformers should be changedâ€¦â€¦â€¦because the output from the first would the input for
the 2nd. Hi Abu-Hafss, Yes that's true, you will have to change both the transformers with 1amp.
Hi Swagatam First I connected the triggering input to the output of variable frequency oscillator
max. Hi Abu-Hafss, Something is surely wrong somewhere, I think for avoiding doubts you
could try following the exact design that's been shown in my circuits, and also use the same
ignition coil which has been shown in the drawings. Hi Swagatam I checked the coil and found
that the secondary has very high resistance in M-Ohms, maybe due to the high tension wire,
though it worked perfectly in the bike. You can try the fence charger design and see if it works
for you or not. Lastly, please remember the transformer I am using is 12V mA. Hi Swagatam I am
operating this circuit with 12V-5A supply i. Hi Abu-Hafss, I think we are forgetting one thing, it's
not the current that is important here, rather the voltage. Hi Swagatam The article you are
referring involves 2 transformers whereas, my effort was to use a transformerless design. Hi
Abu-Hafss, I referred you the above circuit to indicate how the low current V input from an
ordinary trafo works perfectly to produce the required 20kv sparks at the output of the CDI coil I
am afraid removing the diode capacitor network will not help, it's required for the proper
functioning of the design, may be because it operates by charging and releasing the capacitor
stored energy only when the capacitor charge reaches some optimal point. Hi Abu-Hafss, A
high frequency input will not work with a CDI coil, you will have to use the converter in a burst
mode or a pulsed mode, and it should match the input winding voltage rating of the CDI. The
voltage at primary is 24VAC but the voltage at the secondary is less than a volt! Hi Abu-Hafss,
All my CDI circuits have a high voltage capacitor stage included, which one exactly are you
referring to? Hi Swagatam I think you got confused with my long message. Okay, I'll start all
over again. But what do you say about the HV Supply 1? Hi Swagatam Today, I re-started the
project from beginning. Second, I checked the CDI unit. It was working fine. I used 50 turns of 21
SWG 0. Your valued suggestions are requested. Hi Abu-Hafss, Do not use direct V, it can
damage the diodes and the scr, you will need to isolate it using two step down t
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rafos connected back to back. Hi Swagatam Recently I physically made the boost circuit with
an output of smooth V. Hi Abu-Hfs, What is the gauge of the wire that you have used? Hello
Dung, It's quite easy, after making the above explained CDI circuit, you will just have to
integrate the inputs to the indicated voltage outputs of the alternator. That's all, this would
conclude the installing of the explained CDI circuit. Good day John, Yes you can use the above
circuit for your bike. Do you mean damaged? Hi Swagatam What is the function of the diode
connected across the primary of the ignition coil? Hi Abu-Hafss, simulating the capacitor
discharge pattern could be little difficult, however i am assuming the diode to be reversed
biased, because practically the circuit is working perfectly so it means everything is right in the
circuit. Please Guide me as this is very interesting topic for me Thanks, Chinmay Bisht chinmay
gmail. That's a very interesting and useful link, thanks very much!

